Regardless of your academic discipline anyone can chose to apply their skills and passion in a high-impact career. Educate yourself on an organizations that integrate your area of passion, triple bottom line practices and apply your knowledge and skills toward their mission and purpose.
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The world of work is changing and evolving and we must adapt in order to best prepare for professional success. More than ever grads today are engaging in careers that combine their desire to do well professionally and for the world around them.
High-Impact social change careers approach societal inequities and inadequacies with innovation for the purpose of developing creative sustainable solutions.

Consider for a moment the triple bottom line framework which consists of three components: Social, Environmental/Ecological and Financial.

These divisions are often referred to as the three P's or the three pillars of sustainability... People, Planet, and Profit.

Seek to explore and educate yourself in the areas of your interest. You may have heard one or more of these often used terms: Impact Investing, Social Impact, Clean-tech, Sustainability, CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility), Green Initiatives

Here are some links to resources for you to learn more.

Ashoka.org
Echoing Green
Devex.org
Net Impact
More Than Money Careers
+Acumen.com
Skoll Foundation
Certified B Corporations
Social Entrepreneur Corps

These are a few organizations local and national that are leading the way...
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